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8.3.2 Urban Places 

 
Content 

Students learn to: 

investigate and communicate geographically by 
 
• asking and addressing geographical questions such as 

– what are the challenges of living in mega cities? 
– what is a world city and why are they so important? 
– what will the city be like in the future? 

 

Students learn about: 

world cities 
- World city is a city that has global and national significance through economic and cultral 

influences 
- Node is a connection where other citiises connect internationally through Sydney 
Definitions: 
Global giants are wealthy global cities that are hq’s for global corporations like LA, Tokyo 
and London 
Factory China 2nd and 3rd tier chinise cities that are manfacturers for the economy 
Knowledge capitals areas of the world where generally innovation comes from 
• the nature, character and spatial distribution of world cities 
Nature- A World City is a city that is a major centre for finance, trade, business, politics, 

culture, science information gathering and mass media. It is one that serves the 
whole world and can be considered an important multinational city. Examples include 
New York, London and Tokyo. 

CCharecters- is powerful 
as it is dominated by head 
offices of the world’s top 
TNC’s and finance 
companies. Some are 
more powerful than other 
e.g NY, Japan, London 
Hierarchy 
- Alpha: Sydney, 
Moscow 



- Beta: Cape town, Rome 
- Gamma: San Jose. St Petersburg 
WC are dominated by companies that have overseas linkages and quaternary functions e.g 
trading stocks  
 
Dominant WC control 85% of the world’s manufacturing and finance 
Define world city: 
World cities are cities wich have global economic and cultral influencers. World cities 
including New York, London and Tokyo are leading sconomic influencers with New York 
bieng the most economically powerful city according ti the Martin Prosperity Institue. New 
York according to the MPI is the top global financeial centre and top global city and second 
in economic clout and quality of life which are kew features ot a World city. Futhermore, 
Global cities have great cultral influence in areas such as art, fashion and sport holding events 
such as New York fashion week, and galleries. World cities are main infulencers for the 
golobal econmy and culture. 
• the role of world cities as powerful centres of economic and cultural authority 
Centres for cultral, economic and geopolitical matters 
World cities are an eonomic authority as they contrain centres for large TNC’s whch allows 

them to manage facotires is other coutnries and centres for stock markets eg stick 
markets in NY 

World cities are cultral authorites as they have great cultral influence holding festival and 
events attracting people influenceing them such as sport, Madi Gras, Vivid, Museums, 
Art Galleries, resteraunts, fashion week, music concerts 

Economic authority 
World cities play a dominant role as: 
-  Renowned inpolitical power 
- Leaders in trade, communications, banking, finance 
- Hosts to world entertainment and sport 
- Headquarters for NGOs 
- Tourist Meccas 
As a economc authority 
Ability to be a golbal economic strong hold whoch is shown by: 
- Strong ability to generate knowledge, communicate globally and to enforce their beliefs 

upon other nationa in relation to buisness, financial and economic strategy 
- Comman points in the orognisation of the global economy 
Stock exchange  
- NY (all ordonaries) 
- Tokyo (Nikkei 225) 
- London (FTSE 100) 
CASE STUDY NY vs LONDON 
Measured by the MPI which measues economic activity through GDP, usused Z/Ywn’a 

global financieal index,  global competitveness (Global city compettiveness Inex and 
Global cities index) and quality of life (United nations city properity index) 



Rankings go NY then London then japan with NY being majorly infront 
NY total economic outpu being $1.4 trillion USD 
 
 
 
 
Cultral authority 
Cheracterisitics 
- Social infastructyre that facilitates contact e.g internstional hotels, offices 
- Sophisticated transport and informatopn system 
- Cultral facilities and entertainment e,g theares, opera 
- Contains many HQs of importamt humanitarian and enviromental issues 
- Millions tourists 
- Distonctive cultral lifestyle 
- Economic asthority 
- Tourist mecca 
- Cultral authority, social infastructuree 
LAGOS 

● Like Nigeria itself, which is home to 180 million people, 300 tribes and 500 
languages, Lagos is a melting pot of cultural traditions. 

● The city is at the centre of the most important film industry in Africa, Nollywood, 
which produces around 1,500 films each year. 

● A new institution, Lagos Museum, is being created as part of the redevelopment of the 
Onikan area of the city as a cultural hub. 

● building a whole new urban district, Eko Atlantic City, on land reclaimed from the 
sea, and protected by an 8.5km sea wall 

● Lagos Street Carnival, with hundreds of performers, and the One Lagos Fiesta which 
now runs for eight days 

● Significant part of Nigerian modernist science movement which is commemorated in 
the Didi museum 

● consists of 14 theatres, 54 cinema screens, 51 art galleries and 12 museums, 68 
bookshops and 20 libraries. 

ZURICH 

- highest standard of living, Zürich 
- Because many young people move there their economy is good 
-  Schauspielhaus, the Opera House and the Tonhalle. More than 40 museums, among them 

the Museum Rietberg, Museum Haus Konstruktiv, the Helmhaus and the Landesmuseum, 
attract many visitors with traditional and experimental exhibition formats accompanied by 
a cultural programme 

- Theaterspektakel, an international theatre festival, takes place every summer at the 
Landiwiese on the shores of Zürich’s lake.  

- redevelopment of former industrial sites has been encouraged, and the adaptation of 
historic sites is equally crucial to the successful visibility of culture across the entire city. 

https://www.ekoatlantic.com/
http://onelagosfiesta.ng/


For instance, the Löwenbräu-Areal, a former brewery, was renovated to combine its 
historic structure with contemporary buildings. It is now home to numerous international 
galleries, including the Kunsthalle and the Migros Museum for Contemporary Art 

 

 

TAIPEI 

-  blends Chinese and Western traditions, 
-  Taiwanese aboriginal people represent 2.3% of the island’s population and their cultural 

traditions are increasingly being highlighted. 
-  country’s large cultural organisations, and just under one third of its cultural and creative 

industry organisations, are based in Taipei. Its National Palace Museum is known for one 
of the best collections of Chinese art and antiquities in the world. Many of its nearly 
700,000 items were moved to Taiwan for safekeeping during the Chinese Civil War 

- National Museum of History, the Taiwan Museum, the National Theatre and Concert 
Hall, City Stage, Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Taipei Museum of Contemporary Art, and 
the Shung Ye Museum of Formosan Aborigies 

- thousand registered performing arts groups 
- opening two new major performing arts venues and four new arts schools. 
- 2016 it was named the World Design Capital 

 
 
• the operation of global networks 
• the relationships of dominance and dependence between world cities and other 

urban centres and the changing role of regional centres and the demise of the small 
town. 

 

mega cities 
• the nature, character and spatial distribution of mega cities in the developing world 
• the challenges of living in mega cities such as housing, traffic infrastructure, water 

and power supplies, sanitation services, employment, and other social and health 
issues 

• the responses to these challenges such as self-help projects, community 
self-government, cooperation from NGOs, urban protest and the operations of 
informal economies. 

 

urban dynamics 
• the urban dynamics of change: suburbanisation, exurbanisation, 

counterurbanisation, decentralisation, consolidation, urban decay, urban renewal, 
urban village, spatial exclusion 

Suburbaisation:  



- movement of people, employment and facilities away from innercties which is caused by 
advanceent of tecnologies like transport 

Exurbanisation:  
- Where people move from urban to rural areas or fringes of cities (west in Sydney) whilst 

maintaining an urban lifestyle examples:Camden and dural 
Counterurbanisation:  
- relocation of people and employment fromurban to rural areas 
Decentralisation: 
-  government offers initiatives like tax breaks to buisnesses to move into rural areas, this 

has happened in places like kelly ville where there is an increcement in transport and 
shops 

Urban consolidation: 
- Government policies in aim of increasing poplation density ehich can include building 

apartments 
- Has happened in: 

● Pyrmont and Ultimo due to the lack of ruban areas 
● Barangaroo: formally as a trafing port and experienced urban decay in the 90s due 

to abandonment 
2 billion project of buiding high rise buildigs for residents and workers to 
reinvigarate the area 
Principle influence: economic chaange- sydney’s emergence as a global centre 
Scondary influence: technological change- shipping and cargo change, landuse 
absolence 

● Paramatta: $200 million investment, 1,100 new homes, 41 hectars of development 
● Manly: revitalising the area by increasing commercialisation and decreasing 

residential 
Smaller CBD for the northern beaches 
Average house costs 2 million 

● Oran park: 70km from sydney CBD used to be ractrack and dairy farm 
135,000 people expected to live there 
4 story health facility 

Urban decay: 
- Urban infastructure in a particular area is abandoned and falls nto disrepair. Can correlate 

to an increase in crime rates 
Urban village: 
- An area which is highly influenced by a commuity or cultral group  

e.g Cabramatta (vietnamese) Oxford (homosexual) Chatswood (chinese) 
Spatial exclusion: 
- Protection of priveleged lifestyles which has resulted in restrictions in spatial areas and 

freedom of movement for urban dwellers e.g gated communities 
- Highly desirable in Australia and USA with high incomes 
- Forces a divide with upper and lower class, more noticable in the US 



Social polarisation 
Process of segregation within a society that may emerge from income inequality, economic 

restucturing and result in such differentiation that would consist of various scial groups 
form high to low income 

 
• a case study of the results of the urban dynamics in a large city selected from the 

developed world including its 
– social structure and spatial patterns of advantage and disadvantage, wealth 

and poverty, ethnicity 
HOUSING 
The latte line 
-  is a line seperating the North East and South West part of Sydney excluding the Shire. 

The latte line runs from the airport North West and through Parramatta distinctly showing 
the housing divide wihtin Syndey with Western suburbs suchas Campbell town, 
Blacktown and Liverppol have net housng prices of 500,000-600,000 where as places like 
Chatswood, Mosman and Turramurra whoch are above the latte line having net prices of 
over 1 million. 

- This is caused by social polaristaion where high income earners locate together in areass 
with better infastruvutre allowing more funding and causing prices to go up whilst lower 
income earners are collecting in areas such as liverpool and Penrith where infastructure is 
bad 

Public housing  
- is essential since Sydney has the highest rate of homelessness in NSW. Thers is often a 

decade long wait for social housing with NSW family and community services said in 
2017-2018 there would be a 1.1billion dollar inveatment for homeless support which will 
be inareas vlose to shops and transport susch as Waterloo, macquarie park and Riverwood  

- 2.2 billion communities plus program will provide 23,000 social housing and 500 
affordable housing by 2026 

Issues with gentrification: article 
- As areas experience gentrification surrounding areas are often triggered to do so to 

increase housing prices forcing lower income earners out of the area 
- In NSW if 75% of owners agree apartments can be remoddeled and upsold meaning 

lower income earners can be forced out 
- To limit spatial exclusion social housing should be gentrified at the same time as other 

houses in the area as well as being supported by community programs 
EMPLOYMENT 
Latte line 
- %75 of jobs are wite collar in Chatswood, Kensington, Hornsby and Surry Hills, all 

above the latte line, this differes from places such as Livepool, Blactown and other 
western subrbs that are below the latte line who have more that %70 of jobs located being 
blue collar 

- This causes an issue as poor transport links to the city from the west causes white collar 
workers in the west needing to drive long distances or move to higher income areas 
causing social polarisation 



New employment areas 
- There will be new employment areas in Parramatta, Blacktown, Penrith, Liverpool, St 

Marys and Leppington. This will even out the seperation of white collar and blue collar 
jobs reducing social polarisation and social class issues within Syndey 

Education 
- NSW will expeeince a %21 growth in student numbers by 2031 (269,000 new students) 

with %80 of thata growth in Sydney 
- 120 schools upgrading and 33 new schools by 2021 which will be in places such sa Ryde, 

Penthurst, North Kellyville and Schofield providing 1500 new clasrooms to 32,000 
students 

- 90% of sydneys top schools are above the latte line 
Health 
- Western suburbs has less hospitals, doctors, nurses, ealth care services and medical 

technology 
- There is also a higher rate of besity, smoking and obesity often linked to lack of education 

on these issues 
- Highest rate of premeture death per 100,000 are Mt Druit (163.5) Ashcroft (148.4) and 

Campbell town 131.6 all below the latte line as opposed to Gordon (56.1), Homebush bay 
(58.9) and Normanhurst (61.8) whvih are above the latte line 

Public transport and poverty 
Transport 
- Quarter of outer Sydney residents travel more htan 30km to work spending $19 more than 

inner city residents who have better public transport 
- This is being resolved with things like west connex and sydney metro and B1 services 
Poverty 
- 181,000 NSW children live in poverty 
- Richest 20% earn 6 times more than poorest 20% and prices are rising for electricity, 

housing and medical causing parents to suffer often going wihtout food to afford living  
– changing economic character, nature and location of residential land, 

commercial and industrial development 
Residential devlopment  
Things that determine wehre people live: 
Economic processes – indicates where people will live according to their ability to rent or 
buy in a particular area. The greater the wealth the greater the choice. This also relates to 
socio-economic status. 
 
Social processes – lifestyle plays a huge role e.g. DINKS, YUPPIES & empty nesters AND 
family composition plays a role e.g. families with kids, older familiesnwith children still 
living at home but are in the workforce or in tertiary studies. This helps determine the type of 
housing which is required e.g. apartments, house with garden etc. 
 
Location – where you choose to locate will depend upon relative proximity to employment, 
entertainment/recreation, transportation, the environment of the area and land values. 



 
Residential land 
Most Expensive areas – land & dwellings which are close to the city centre; leafy, hilly areas 
to the north & south in harbour-side settings & suburbs close to the city’s beaches. 
Least Expensive areas – in the west & south west e.g. Liverpool, Campbelltown, Mt Druitt, 
Shalvey, Macquarie Fields etc. 
- Due to urban sprawl there are only 340,00 housing plots left with 726,000 new dwellings 

needed by 2036, %72 of Sydneys development is already within the existing urba 
footprint 

- 2760 new dwellings will be built where the fish markets currently are and is bulding a 
pop up prmary school for 300 students whilst ultimo is converted to a high rise primary 
school 

- Terry Hilla 52 terraces and apartments for over 55s and 36 villas and 60 sneior 
apartments and an aged care centre with 120 bedds which will boost the population by 
%25 especially since there will be a new Terry Hills hospital 

Comercial development 
- Commercial development as part of SYndeys techinical corridoor, a 10-20km coridoor 

home to technilogical buisness in North Sydney, Chatswood, Lanecove and North Ryde 
- North Ryde is calssified as a ‘ new edge city’ wheerre due to increase in the information, 

medical and technology sectors and Macquarie uni in the area it attracts people to work 
there 

Industrial development 
- Industry has ahd to decentralise in response to government initives 
- Examples beinf Barangaroo and Pyrmont and Port Botany seeing an increase in air freight 

and shipping 
Economic chareceter 
Sydney has changed from an iductrial area to a world city with 150 refional quarters being 
estblished in Sydney in the last 10-5 years 
Western Sydney 
- Mid 90s suburbs like Blactown, fairfield and liverpool were home to some of SYndey’s 

largest factories and manufacturing jobs doubled 
- Movement into the new economy meant manufacturing jobs becae outsourced causing 

mnay to lose jobs (outsourcing can be connected to Global Financial Crisis) 
– culture of place as expressed in the architecture, streetscape, heritage 

architecture, noise, colour, street life, energy, vitality and lifestyles 
Elements of cultuer 
- Beaches 
- Heritage 
- Harbour 
- Architecture (opera house and harbour bridge) 
- Harbour and national parks e.g blue mountains 
- Wldlife 
- Chinatown 



Streetscape 
- long narrow roads mainly in inner sydney due to historically not needing to be wide 

whilst outer SYndey roads are wide and projects like West and north Connex are also 
trying to widen roads 

- Historic buildings like QVB adding to heritage architecture 
Noise, colour and street life 
- Pitt street and Westfield Sydney 
- Anzac day cermeonies at Martin Place 
- NYE, vivd, chinese new year, Madi Gras 
Lifestyle 
- All classes 
- Casual ifestyle with beachesm sportm entertainment, resteraunts 
- Sydney homelessness is also an issue swept under the carpet e.g Homeless people 

relocated during SYndey 2000 olympics 
East vs West 
- Often negative images about the West from Eastern suburbs due to ignorance and 

generalidations picturing western dwellers as bogans or poor rude people and Eastern 
suburbs as posh arrogoant snobs 

Urban villages 
- “Anywhere east of Parramatta is closer to the city than the edge of Sydney so place like 

Auburn and Yagoona and Bankstown and Punchbowl are in the zone to be really 
transformed” according to leading demographer Mark Mcrindle. 

- As places go under urban consolidation and renewal children who lived there will be 
unable to afford their parents homes causing them to move out of areas diminishing the 
urban village 

- Already happening in Leichhardt with a large Italian population where homes are costing 
$1.5 million 

- Whilst cultural food places and building may still be there like Yum cha in Chatswood 
the ethnic community will not be the same 

– growth, development, future trends and ecological sustainability 
Sustainability 
- 7,000-8,000 propeties sold on fringes but incentives are being made to encourage 

development in brown fields such as no stamp duty on pre existing propeties 
Strategies 
- Establih enviromental targets 
- Improve health of waterways, cost and use 
- Improve air quality 
- Protect Aboriginal Asutralian sites that have cultral importance 
- Promote energy efficiancy and turn away from fossil fels 
- Ppromote recyclung 
Sydneys Metro Water plan 
- Increased water recyling where 70L of recycled water will be used for gardnes, toilets 



- Increase water supply by buikding pipes from large fresh water hub eg shoal haven 
- Encourage water saving strategies among residents 
- Tapping into grown water to tackle droughts 
- Distilliation plants 
- Reduce leaks by %25 by repairing pipes 
Green square 
- Located at Alexandria 
- New deelopment area which will include housing, shopping (used to be industrial 
- Built to accomicate for needed office space and housing as Sydney is reaching sprawk 

limits 
- 1,800 apartments and shopping district 
Transport 
- Upgraded despite troubles like budget failure and rail corp corruption 
- West connex and Sydney metro line 
- M7 bulr but some areas arent used often 
Metro plan 2036 
- New housing %30 in green fields and %70 in brown fields 
- %30 less to revamp brown fields due to water and electricity alreay being there 
Parramatta 
- Developed into a new CBD causing decentralisation allowing for social polarisation to be 

minimised 
- More jobs with a 6,000 employee common wealth bank uni and a Western Sydney uni 

campus of 10,000 students 
- 400,000 people will be leaving the west for work every day by 2051 and this needs to be 

minimised 
Sydney 2030 
- Propose new transport corridoorsthrough a light rain loop in syndey connecting glebe, 

oxford street, bond junction and redfern 
- Bring cycling and walking corridoors between harbour and botony bay 
- Green square will be developed to make sydney more enviromentally friendly cleaning 

water and making renewable energy 
• a case study showing one of the urban dynamics listed above, operating in a 

country town or suburb. 
Historical background: 

During the 1920’s to 1970’s Pyrmont was dominated by CSR and its industry where the 
population was up to 30,000 
When CSR left population decreased to 1,590 in 1981 due to workers leaving the area for 
better jobs if possible. This caused the area to go into urban decay 
In 1991 the Sydney harbour foreshore authority published a report trying to renew the area 
conducting urban renewal. The first company to hep was Lend lease who renewed Jacksons 
landing 
 Now the population is at 12,813 



 
Housing, health, education, employment 
Housing 
Housing average is $1.4 million in Pyrmont generally medium to high density due to urban 
consolidation. Due to urban renewal and the location it is expensive 
Some affordable house by City West Housing that have developed a range of rental 
apartments that are affordable housing. 
Education 
47% of citizens have a bachelor’s degree or higher, this is due to Pyrmont being home to 
largely quaternary services causing those people too move to the area. This is due to it being 
close to the city and urban consolidation 
However, there is no primary school in Pyrmont so bad 
Employment 
77% of citizens are white collar workers (above the latte line) this is due to urban renewal and 
urban consolidation meaning lower paying jobs such as blue-collar workers cannot afford 
there and 95% of residents are employed meaning the suburb is fully employed 
Average weekly income is $1,111 which is $500 above the median income for Australia 
 
Economic nature 
Used to be largely an industrial and shipping suburb with Darling Island acting as ports, 
power station and the CSR factory 
But as the CSR factory left the area went into urban decay causing companies such as 
Lendlease to renew the area which caused quaternary businesses like design companies 
changing tis economic character from industrial to quaternary 
Supported as %77 of citizens are white collar workers 
Urban renewal also caused commercial development within Pyrmont with the creation of new 
office spaces for quaternary services 
 
Culture of place: 
Goldsbrough Mort Wool stores / apartments - urban renewal 
1883-1970s was a warehouse to store barrels of wool but as the company left the warehouse 
got abandoned so in 1995 converted into apartments. Culture of place as heritage architecture 
Jacksons landing 
Once a shipping port, quarry and home to CSR Lendlease converted it into apartments in old 
buildings like the distillery and refinery and the old CSR building maintain historical 
architecture. Pirrama park adds to culture of life as it changed the street scape to green and 
family friendly 
 
There are now different restaurants within Pyrmont such as Taiwanese, Italian and Japanese 
Tourist attraction such as Darling island and Sydney heritage 
People travel to Pyrmont by the Light Rail and this makes it easier to travel to Pyrmont which 
enhances the street life of Pyrmont.  
The Star Casino adds to the street life of Pyrmont as it provides residents and visitors with an 
upper-class experience. 



Adaptive reuse: this includes the old distillery and CSR buildings that were changed into 
houses which marked up prices also added to culture of place 
Sympathetic infill: The townhouses are being made to mimic ones on the street to keep the 
feel whilst still being modern 
 
Redevelopment 
As Sydney fish markets that are within Pyrmont are going to be redeveloped it will allow for 
more urban consolidation and new foreshore spaces and parks 
Redevelopment of the Bays precinct for residential and office use which will slow for 
decentralisation as offices move into the area 

● 8 new waterfront areas in the Bays precinct creating more open space for residents 
White bay power plant and  
 
The CSR plants’ in the Pyrmont area have been through urban decay and have therefore been 
relocated into Queensland. The buildings of the CSR plants in Pyrmont have been 
redeveloped into 
The average house price is $1 487 500 to purchase with the average rent price being $800 pw. 
The average unit price is $997 500 to purchase with the average rent price being $750 pw. 
The prices have steadily grown since 2012 
Metro plan 2036-  
 

 


